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The many-faceted bathroom
world_ The following pages 
are a treasure trove of sanitary-
ware, bathroom furniture and
accessories, design, designers,
décors, colours, forms and 
great ideas for the bathroom. 
Have fun!
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Tradition and history. It all started in 1817, when Georg Friedrich Horn established an
earthenware factory in Hornberg in the Black Forest. In 1842 the manufacture of tableware was extended to encompass
sanitaryware products. Known under the brand name Duraba since 1912, the production of sanitary porcelain was intro-
duced in 1956 and in 1960 was changed to a new name: Duravit. The Duravit brand has been a guarantee of quality from
Germany. In 1977 Duravit made its debut with bathroom furniture, in 1982 with accessories. The company's manufac-
turing capacity has since undergone systematic expansion through the establishment of additional production plants in
Bischwiller (France), Meissen (eastern Germany), Cairo (Egypt) and Istanbul (Turkey). In recent years more and more
subsidiaries and distribution offices have been established all over the world to guarantee customer proximity and 
on-the-spot service. In 2002 Duravit ventured into a totally new field: shower trays and bathtubs, spas and spa products.
And more is certain to follow.

EST. 1817 HORNBERG GERMANY
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Design Award ’87/ ‘88/ ‘90/ ‘92/ ‘94/ ‘96/ ‘97/ ‘02, Design Center Stuttgart – Reddot award, Design Innovations ‘87/ ‘88/ ‘90/ ‘91/‘94/ ‘95/ ‘98/ ‘99/
’00/ ‘02/’03, Design Zentrum NRW – Design Plus Award ‘95/ ‘99/ ‘01/ ‘03, Sanitär Heizung Klima ISH – iF Product Design Award ‘95/ ‘98, Industrie Forum
Design Hanover – Design Preis Schweiz (Swiss Design Award) ’95 – Trophées du Design Batimat ’95 – Good Design Award ‘95, ‘98/ ‘99/ ‘00/ ‘02, The
Chicago Athenaeum, The Museum of Architecture and Design – Prix d’excellence Marie Claire Maison ‘95 – International Design Award, ELLE Deco ‘02
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The Duravit designers. 1 The maxim of architect and designer Frank Huster are
functional criteria, coupled with high demands on design aspects. 2 Duravit’s cooperation with Sieger Design goes back
as far as 1984 – and has defined bathroom culture with a number of design classics. 3 Architect and designer Michael
Graves owes his reputation to his very individual use of form and colour to create a highly decorative style. Examples are
his buildings for Walt Disney or the kettle for Alessi. 4 Philippe Starck needs no introduction. Citrus squeezers, TVs and
houses: Starck simply does it, and does it simply ingeniously – just like the Duravit bathroom range that bears his name. 
5 As well as working as a product designer for Duravit, Cassina and Ferrari, the Italian avant-gardist Massimo Iosa Ghini
is also an architect in his own right. 6 The Austrian design group Eoos claims to operate on the principles of a rock band.
The obvious success of this approach is evident in products for Walter Knoll and Matteograssi, and for the Armani and
Adidas flagship stores. 7 Phoenix Design have won a number of awards, among others for their work for Duravit, Loewe
and Lamy. Unmistakable in their designs: clear-cut, classic lines and a reduction to the essentials. 8 Lord Norman Foster
is one of the most renowned architects worldwide. The new German Reichstag building is just one of many examples
worldwide confirming this fact . 9 New in the illustrious list of designers working for Duravit is James Irvine, whose
customers include Toshiba, Canon, B&B Italia and Magis. For Duravit, he developed a new lighting concept. 
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The finest sights. Wherever. Whatever. Anything goes. Clothing fashions pave the way: T-shirts
are combined with tartan, knitwear with glitter, the ethnic look with military details... But there's no reason why only
fashion designers should have all the fun. We believe in creativity in the bathroom! Everything you need is available from
Duravit: ceramics, bathroom furniture, bathtubs, shower trays and accessories. Dimensions or architectural constraints
aren't an issue, either. No matter what the room layout or the design problem, whether opting for a luxury bathing par-
adise or a humble cloakroom: the incredibly wide range of sizes, colours, surface finishes and combinations offer plenty
of scope for everyone to put together the bathroom of their dreams - and find their individual, personal style. 

Starck’s solution for guests.The small
washtable of the Starck 1 series.
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Clockwise_ X-tra Room_ The low 56 cm deep cabinets of X-Large offer lots of storage space. With the Starck bowl with tap platform to match.  
A moody day_ Starck 3 and in the mood – an atmospheric combination. A mighty midget_ the 4x9 vanity unit in crisp white and the Happy D. 
Bowled over_ Measuring just 42 cm across, Bacino is also ideal for small niches or cloakrooms.
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Fogo
Pure nature 
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Spiegel
Leuchte

Hand-
tuchhalter

Fogo Walnut

The best supporting role in the bathroom. A beautiful washbasin is a good idea – but the logical next step in creating
a perfect bathroom setting is a coordinating furniture console. Fogo from Duravit is just the ticket: the new, 8 cm
thick furniture console made from real-wood veneer, pictured here in American walnut, is happy to play the sup-
porting role for the washing bowls and countertop basins. The inside drawer and large pull-out compartment on the
vanity unit or mobile container on casters provide plenty of space for all that additional bathroom paraphernalia.
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Unter-
schrank-
auszug
offen

Roll-
container 
Ölbaum

Fogo Olive Ash

Minimalistic design. Interesting combinations result by combining the Vero washbasins with Fogo in Olive Ash. No
matter which washbasin model you go for – 50, 60, 80 or an imposing 100 cm width – Fogo always provides a generous
shelf surround. The chrome console brackets double up as towel rails. Mirrors including a lamp in aluminium finish
glare-free illumination are available in slimline 60, 80, 100 and 120 cm widths.
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Fogo Macassar

A range of possibilities. Fogo leaves you a free hand when it comes to inspired, totally individual room design. A good
example of this is the 55cm deep version in Macassar finish, a timelessly beautiful deep shade of brown, shown here
with the new Bagnella washbowl. Ample storage space is provided by pull-out vanity units fitted underneath the
console either on the left, right or on both sides.
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Fogo Maple

Variety is the spice of life. Fogo is built within the concept of variety. This is reflected in the ingenious option that
allows all consoles to be cut precisely and variably to measure between 80 and 200 cm. With such flexible dimensions,
Fogo cuts a neat figure in small bathrooms and really brings larger bathrooms into their own. And thanks to the variety
of available finishes, the furniture console harmonises equally well with just as wide a variety of lifestyles. For
example, Fogo in Maple, shown here with the Bacino washbowl.

13  American Walnut

Front, Body, Consoles, Countertops. Laminated real wood veneer. 
Surfaces are moisture resistant. Wood is a natural material, differences 
in colour and structure are normal.
Console support bracket, Towel rail. Chrome

55 Maple

93  Olive Ash

24 Macassar
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Vero
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Vero  60 cm  
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Design right down the line. The classic rectangular Vero washbasin has made a name for itself amongst lovers of de-
sign and architecture. That's why, in addition to the 60 cm-wide washbasin, we are now introducing three new models
measuring 50, 80 and an imposing 100 cm, whose pre-punched tap holes offer the possibility to mount one or two tap
fittings. Interesting combinations can be created with Fogo or with the matching chrome console on two feet, which is
height-adjustable and features a decorative rail that doubles up as a practical towel rail. Vero – design in its purest form.

Vero  60 cm  
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Vero
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Vero is characterised by its clear lines. The washbasin range concentrates exclusively on the purity of the rectangle –
and opens up totally new perspectives for washing area design.

Vero  50 cm  

50

47
0

Vero  80 cm  

80

47
0

1000
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1000
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0

Vero  100 cm  
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Vero
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Technik
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Design by Sieger Design Happy D.
Happy End with Happy D.
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Happy D. 

D
Sometimes one letter is all it takes to open up a whole new bathroom world. D for design. Happy D., created by
Sieger Design. A bathroom series whose name is programmatic and promising at the same time. Manufactured by
Duravit and Hoesch, the specialists in sanitaryware and sanitary acrylic, all items in the range bring to mind the
distinctive shape of the letter D - and are a real lucky strike when it comes to form, function and affordability.
Features that go to make a modern classic which will give us pleasure for many years to come. Sometimes one
letter is all it takes to open up a new bathroom world. And bring a smile to your face.
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Happy D. 

iF Product Design Award 2000
Industrie Forum Design Hannover

Clear_ because the tap fitting is mounted on the wall, the basic 
form of the washbasin (left) really comes into its own, underlined 
by the chrome rail for hanging towels.
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Happy D. 
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Happy D. 

Typical_ the space-saving 46 cm (right) and 50 cm (top) handrinse basin
with 34 and 25 cm projection. Variety is the spice of life_the washbasin 
models with floor-standing and semi-pedestals.

Purist_ the clear-cut  lines of the design are carried through to the
wall-mounted toilet and bidet. And just as their form is reduced, so is
their water consumption – to an economical 3 or 6 litres.
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To match the range, there are also baths in the typical Happy D. shape. Available as free-standing, corner, back-to-wall versions with moulded
apron, or as a classic built-in bath_Happy D. brings your bathroom to life. There's even more bathtime fun on p. 210.

Happy D. 
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Your Bathroom just around the Corner
4 x9 

Design by Sieger Design
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4x9

As you like it_ Mirrors, mirror elements and mirror collages 
in a lot of variants – there’s something for everyone. 
What goes with what?_ Whether washing bowl, furniture washbasin
or standard washbasin – 4x9 has furniture elements to match.

4x9. The young bathroom furniture from Duravit. Modern, flexible, instantly appealing. The design idea behind 4x9.
The square serves as the basic form for all the elements, from the practical mobile storage to the spacious cubic 
cabinet. Original – Vertical or horizontal, 4x9 adapts admirably to all room layouts – just combine your favourites
according to your personal tastes and the available space. It goes without saying that a family range such as 4x9
comes with easy-care surfaces. 4x9. A part of the bathroom, a part of your life.
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06 White 

03 Maple (Decor)

25 Cherry Tree (Decor)

41 Marina

42 Bonanza

97 Panama

23 Picto White

20 Opaque White

17 White 

Nordic freshness_ 4x9 bathroom furniture in cool white brings a fresh breeze to the bathroom.
The washbasin vanity unit is endlessly adaptable_ All standard makes of washbasins can be fitted to the stylish chrome trim. 

Body
Rear panel for mirror element
Panel for drawers
Melamine resin decor 
with recyclable ABS edges.

Panel for drawers
Melamine resin decor 
with recyclable ABS edges.

Box drawers
Coloured polypropylene,
recyclable.

Door panel, countertops
(mobile storage unit, vanity unit)
Double laminated safety glass
with decor inlay.

4x9
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Starck 1
The Poetry of Reduction

Design by Philippe Starck
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Starck 1
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The bowl from which we scoop water is transformed into a washbasin. Different sizes to choose from, but all come to full
circle when reflected in a mirror. Their ingenious finishing touch_ towel rails that can be integrated into siphon cover or
pedestal. Conveniently positioned where you need a towel most.
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“We are getting tired of the materialistic way of life, we can’t stand it any longer, it’s stifling us. Everywhere, we
are surrounded by superfluous objects. We must get back to the basics.” Philippe Starck perceives the soul of
everyday objects that surround us. Tells us their stories, breathes life into them. Whether chair or juicer, TV set
or prefabricated house, Starck’s credo can be applied to all his creations. He thus creates ambiences which put
our souls to rest. And he retraces our fundamental needs. Freshness, cleanliness, hygiene. 

The metamorphosis of a bucket_ both come in wall-mounted and
floorstanding versions – openly admit their origins. Naturally, all toilets
feature both Stop-and-Go function and 6-litre flush – tight when it
comes to water consumption, generous in hygienic comfort. 

Starck 1
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We need to stop and think about the basic facts of life – a statement of somebody whose design provides answers
instead of easy affirmations. For his bathroom series, Starck delves deeper. He’s interested in matter per se, not
in the matter of fact. Essence is the consequence. Getting back to basics. A cliché, certainly. But also_
A philosophy, a principle of life and design. The bathroom by Starck 1.
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Starck 1
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The barrel-shaped vanity unit, made from warm wood veneer, offers plenty of storage for towels and bath utensils. Washbasins,
toilets and bidets all follow the same clear-cut design lines. Both toilet and bidet come in wall-hung or floorstanding versions.
Naturally, all toilets feature both Stop-and-Go function and 6-litre flush – tight when it comes to water consumption, but
generous in comfort. 

Starck 1
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Starck 1
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Starck 2
The Bathroom at Source

Design by Philippe Starck
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Starck 2
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Philippe Starck has made history. Over the years, his many creations have turned into classics and his name has reached
cult status. What more can a man offer, who has given the world lemon juicers that are alien look-alikes, toothbrushes
from outer space, TV sets carved from cork and Mega-glow-worms? – A whole lot. Starck 2 – The bathroom at source.
And once again, the world has become richer. In terms of design. But also in terms of life-style. History in the making.
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StarckStarck

Philippe Starck has created a design object that is more than merely a bathtub. More like a vessel, a reservoir
that collects, confines and calms the flowing liquid. With all-round exterior panelling and a sanitary acrylic
surface, the free-standing oval bath is distinctive, clear-cut and without frills. The purist impression is not dis-
turbed by the superfluous – reminiscent of the traditional washtub of days gone by. The whirl-version produces
its own tides, giving the tub an invigorating appeal.
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A simple hook carries the glass lampshades as well as the paper holder, the glass shelf, the toothbrush holder and the circular towel ring. The
latter is big enough even for large bathroom towels. Accessories, too, can be reduced to the maximum. WC brush sets, wall-mounted and floor-
standing, the twin towel holder and the bath towel rails which can also be used as support grips, with chrome or satinox/matt finish. All item
harmonize perfectly with Starck 1 and 2.

Starck

Hier Technik
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Starck 3
Making a splash

Design by Philippe Starck
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Starck 3
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How many elements does a designer really need? Line, circle and square are the basics of every object designed to last
longer than just one season. Philippe Starck knows this – in his new bathroom range he is doing away with the unneces-
sary. The Starck 3 washbasin derives its distinctive character from its basic rectangular shape, an all-round rim and a low
back panel. In contrast to semicircular washbasins of comparable size, the rectangular shape offers a wider variety of
space-saving sizes. So smart, so brilliant, so very Starck.

86 badmagazin
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Starck 3
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Aesthetics cum functionality, clockwise: wall-mounted toilet and bidet, wall-mounted toilet and bidet Compact, floor-mounted toilet and bidet 
with cistern and the “back-to-wall“ floor-mounted toilet with matching bidet. On the left: the Starck 3 floor-mounted toilet.

The toilet – a fundamental part of every bathroom and yet often neglected by most designers. Not so by Philippe Starck
for Duravit. Treated with the same care as everything else, the Starck 3 toilet with concealed trap becomes the unmis-
takable highlight of the range. Well-designed appearance shouldn't compromise on performance: all toilets are equipped with
Dual-Flush and both toilet and bidet are available as a floorstanding and wallmounted version. A urinal with matching ce-
ramic partition completes the wide range. In fact, Starck 3 suits all requirements. Not only for public areas, but also for
your home.
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Starck 3

Ideal for the public sector, clockwise_ the Starck 3 urinal, optional with exposed water inlet from above or concealed water supply, 
the ceramic partition, the floor-mounted toilet with the seat height raised by 100 mm and the standard-height version.

More information?
The new Starck 3 brochure. 
The measure of all things when it comes
to design, variety and price.

Technikseite

90 badmagazin
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Starck 1.2.3
Design, material, color

Design by Philippe Starck
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Starck 1.2.3
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Less is more_ for his new range of furniture Philippe Starck reduces to the max. But not at the expense of comfort and
quality. Starck follows the classic lines while using new colors for the bathroom and an innovative choice of materials. The
Starck 1.2.3 furniture range is not only the perfect partner for all the Starck ceramics ranges, it also handsomely
complements other existing bathroom fittings. Starck 1.2.3 – a successful trio of design, material and color.

Stylish chic_ the elegant inner tray with removable glass shelf. Modern material mix_ the body in timeless white, the front in sophisticated
shimmering aluminium – combined with the Starck washbasin. Storage on wheels_ the practical container on casters – a standard element of all
Duravit furniture ranges. Cyberspace_ the universal vanity unit in refreshing white.
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Starck 1.2.3
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Innovative furniture design_ the concealed lights on the generous-sized mirror cabinet create diffused lighting effects. The combination of light
maple and metallic copper harmonises perfectly. Versatility for small bathrooms_ building up on a 40 cm square, Starck 1.2.3 cabinet modules
can be used to produce creative designs even where space is at a premium.
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58 Copper

06 White (Decor)

34 Light Maple (Decor)

Body
Rear panel for mirror 
element
Melamine resin decor 
with recyclable ABS edges.
Surfaces are moisture 
resistant.

Front
Termoplast, matt varnish

Countertop
(mobile storage unit, 
low cabinets)
Plastic, matt finish
Only in selected front colors.

06 White

16 Aluminium

badmagazin 103

Starck 1.2.3

Technik
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Striking detail_ the light from the concealed mirror lights 
issipates through an etched area on the mirror glass, thus making
the mirror the highlight of the range.
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in the mood
It’s gonna be a beautiful day.

Design by Sieger Design
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in the mood
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Three colours: White, Blue, Orange. Material: glass. Basic form: square. Feature: light. That's just about all Sieger Design
needs to create the mood – ‘in the mood’, the new furniture range from Duravit. Form and function to brighten up your
bathroom. ‘in the mood’ fits every role – providing storage space, a source of light, a means of keeping things orderly or
decorative effects – to outshine all other contenders and bring a glorious sunny feel into your bathroom. 
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A myriad of possibilities_ All elements in the range take up a square form
of 35 x 35 cm, enabling cabinets, tall cabinets, vanity units and sideboards
to be arranged in endless combinations. The vanity units are available in
widths ranging from 35 to 105 cm. The vanity units for washbowls and
surface-mounted washbasins are a practical feature. The sideboards come
in various widths, with drawers or doors. All cabinets are available as 
wall-mounted models or floorstanding versions with base.

Fun compartments encourage little ones to keep things tidy, too. 
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in the mood
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The day's going well. And the icing on the cake is a quick freshen-up in a bathroom sporting ‘in the mood’. The integrated
interior lighting is a real eye-catcher – a fascinating combination of muted light and coloured glass. Hidden behind a panel
in the cabinets is a light strip which casts a gentle, atmospheric light through the decorative coloured glass fronts. Glass.
Square. Light. The effect: simply irresistable. ‘in the mood’ from Duravit – suddenly your bathroom is more colourful, airy,
open. The sun is rising. A new day awaits. in the mood awaits you in the bathroom. What are you waiting for?

Light on, light out_ The integrated lighting system 
is the ideal way to create a friendly, relaxed mood. 

Award-winning design_Good design Award 2002, 
The Chicago Athenaeum,The Museum of Architecture and Design.
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in the mood

Technik
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38 White transparent

39 Mirror

37 White aluminium

34 Light Maple (Decor)

45 White Woodfinish

33 Orange transparent

36 Blue transparent

Door panel
Panel for drawers
Tempered safety glass
frosted, with decor inlay.

Body
Countertops
Rear panel for mirror 
element
Melamine resin decor 
with recyclable ABS edges.
Surfaces are moisture 
resistant.

Handles
Plinth frame
Wall shelf brackets
Towel rail
Aluminium

Handles mirror cabinet
Lamps
Chrome

Mirror, mirror on the wall... the complete range with mirror fronts
promises a double portion of fun: The generously sized tall cabinet is a
feast for the eyes – just like your full-length reflection. See you
tomorrow – ‘in the mood’ will be waiting...

Double mirror glass.
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Architec

43 cm   # 0462400000

In cooperation with Prof. Frank Huster, Duravit created 
a sanitary range with intelligent solutions for all types 
of applications. Originally developed for public and 
semi-public areas, Architec has become more and more 
attractive for private bathrooms as well. Due to the clear
use of forms, Architec underlines a very special style of
home decor.

Architec

For barrier-free bathrooms
57,5 cm  # 0443580000

43 cm   # 0463400000

47 cm   # 0468470000
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Architec
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45 cm  # 0448450000 

36 cm  # 0766350000 57,5 cm  # 0449580000 

64,5 cm  # 0764650000
64,5 cm  # 0765650000
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Scola/Dreamscape
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The Scola washbasin can either be used conventionally 
or for corner installation. Another option: Scola with a
matching chrome base – two-legged, height-adjustable
and with an all-round rail that doubles up as a practical
towel rail. Only one question needs to be resolved: Bowl
on the right or left side?

Scola

Dreamscape by Michael Graves. Once again, the cre-
ativity of the master architect and designer are evident
in the way in which this inspired sanitaryware pro-
gramme breaks with convention. The washbasin rests
sublimely on four white columns.

Dreamscape

61,5 cm   # 0684600000  
61,5 cm   # 0685600000   

69 cm   # 0416700000 + 0863910000
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Bagnella/Giamo
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61,5 cm   # 0684600000  
61,5 cm   # 0685600000   

From the tradition of the washing bowl and the construc-
tive element of the pedestal, Dieter Sieger of Sieger 
Design created the Bagnella washbasin, whose classical-
ly inspired origins lend a new dimension to innovative
bathroom design. Goodbye boring, run-of-the-mill solu-
tions, hello exclusivity.

Bagnella

It is well over a decade since Dieter Sieger designed
this bathroom classic. In the meantime, Giamo has cel-
ebrated countless triumphs and won international
design awards. The circle provides the visual basis for
the entire programme from the distinctive washbasin
with its spacious shelves right down to WC and bidet
alike. An all-round winner – and a timelessly modern
piece of bathroom design.

Giamo

90 cm   # 040900000 + 0857458000049 cm  # 0340490000 + 0863080000

# 019109000048 cm   # 0451480000
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Technikseite

61,5 cm   # 0684600000  
61,5 cm   # 0685600000   

With Duraplus, Duravit offers a wide range of washba-
sins, handrinse basins, toilets, bidets and urinals for all
renovation, modernisation and conversion projects. The
attractive, space-saving and easy-care sanitaryware
items allow plenty of scope for generous bathroom
design, especially where space is at a premium.
Naturally, all in trusted Duravit quality and at excellent
value for money.

Duraplus

More information?
Everything you want to 
know about our ranges for 
the semi-public and public sectors can be found in
our new and comprehensive Selection brochure.
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jelly cube

Design by Philippe Starck

jelly cube

Philippe Starck sees the world with different
eyes. “What lies behind things?” he asks and
answers with design that combines lightness with
functionality. Like jelly cube. A furniture range
that brings transparency and plenty of style to the
bathroom. In fact, jelly cube looks good anywhe-
re. One basic element (45 x 45 cm), many variati-
ons_  A cabinet of medium height measuring 91
cm. A tall cabinet measuring 155 cm. Or a super
flexible mobile container. All of them offering an
optimum in  storage space, for “It is the inner
values that count”, says Philippe Starck. After
jelly cube, you'll see the world with different eyes. 
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jelly cube

Hier Technik
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X-LARGE
X-tra wide _ X-tremely different

Design by Sieger Design
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X-Large

badmagazin 135

Pragmatic_ The vanity unit for the Philippe Starck washbowls. And the original material mix of wood, aluminium,
milk glass and ceramics creates an all-pervasive lightness. Suspended_ The new wall cabinets offer plenty of
storage space – whether hung in pairs or individually.

Joe Average? Common or garden? Business as usual? No thanks. Here is X-Large, the bathroom furniture range with a
difference. Sort of retro, certainly nuevo. Stylish natural colours in a cool look. Milk glass, backlit. Why X-Large? At up
to 80 cm, the dimensions are almost twice as wide as those of conventional modular systems. Nevertheless X-Large 
displays surprisingly elegant proportions and a lightness of appearance. And the vast programme range incorporating
countless details enables individual bathroom design – even when the available budget is not X-tra large.



X-Large
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Perfect platform_ With the new furniture consoles combined with washing bowls or countertop bowls, it is possible to create 
a wide variety of washing area solutions. Vanity units that can be fitted either on the left, right or both sides come in 40 and 60 cm widths.
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Good match_ there is a wide selection of vanity units to coordinate with the Duravit furniture washbasins and countertop bowls 
(e.g. Vero, picture top). Successful combination_ The scaled-down vanity unit with washbasin from the Starck 3 range – lots of storage 
space even for small bathrooms (picture bottom left).

X-Large
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X-Large

28 Wengé (Decor) – (F, B, C)

30 Helsinki Birch (Decor)  – (F, B, C)

34 Light Maple (Decor) – (F, B, C)

45 White Woodfinish (Decor) – (F, B, C)

32 Arctic Melange 

Lamps
10 Chrome

0182 0184

Melamine fronts (F)
Melamine resin decor 
with recyclable ABS edges.
Surfaces are moisture 
resistant

Doors of tall cabinets
Frame_ aluminium matt
Panel_ Tempered safety glass
frosted, with decor inlay.

Body, countertops (B, C)
Shelves
Melamine resin decor 
with recyclable ABS edges.
Surfaces are moisture 
resistant. Hier Technik

Countertop
Gel-coat material
For Art. 6700-6712
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Design by Sieger Design

Dellarco
The Fascination of the Arch
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Dellarco

It is often the simple ideas that succeed. Spanning the gap from conventional furnishings to multifunctional design
and signalling a new departure in bathroom design. From the bathroom area through the dressing room to the 
living room. Dellarco from Sieger Design is a case in point. Ceramics and bathroom furniture_ a complete 
programme based on a single design element – the arch.

Dream bathrooms are no longer merely the stuff dreams are made of. Dellarco is turning dreams of spacious, individual bathrooms into reality
in an uncompromising and creative way. With an amazingly diverse range_ The washbasin is available in a width of 55, 60, 65 or 70 cm with
siphon cover or pedestal. There is a choice from the double washbasin with pedestal or vanity unit to the handrinse basin with matching floor-
standing and wall-mounted WCs, bidets and urinal. 
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Dellarco

The perfectly coordinated modular programme and the wide selection of body, front and shelf finishes provide for warm and homey bathrooms
of all types and sizes. Always a good match_ the universal vanity units come in many different design options: with doors or drawers, wall-
mounted or with support feet. Combined with Duravit washbasins and mirror cabinets they make for a perfectly coordinated bathroom.
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Darling
Design for you and you and you

Design by Sieger Design

As you like it_ The Darling washbasin is available in widths of 55, 60,
65 and 70 cm. On its own or in combination – with a siphon cover as
shown above, with pedestal or with vanity unit. 
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Darling
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Design for you and you and you. Darling is different. Far removed from the one-size-fits-all credo, this range offers
a very personal touch. Perfectly coordinated_ either solo or in combination with the fresh Darling furniture. Darling
really offers the ultimate in versatility_ stretching to a maximum of 202 cm, which makes it the longest ceramic 
furniture washbasin in the world . And, before we forget_ Darling also comes at a heart-warming price.

Unforgettable forms_ The Darling washbasin’s sleek design is simply enchanting - a circle within a circle. Sieger Design has combined 
a striking circular form with modern technical features_ wall-mounted washdown or floorstanding toilet plus matching floorstanding or 
wall-mounted bidets. The fresh-up treatment for the guest bathroom_the 47 cm Darling handrinse basin (page 156).

The tub Daro comes in 170 x 75 cm 
as well as in 180 x 80 cm, fitting every room size.
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Darling

Fresh, original ideas are no problem for the modular Darling system. The Universal vanity unit (picture top left) offers plenty of 
storage space and an integrated towel rail.  The practical mobile storage keeps everything tidily in its place with the aid of pull-out 
compartments (picture left side).
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Change
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Change
The innovative lighting concept

Design by James Irvine

Change – developed from the idea to create individual light effects with the help of adjustable lighting on the mirror. At
the turn of a knob, the atmosphere in the bathroom can be changed freely from a bluish to sunny hue. Thanks to Change,
your makeup will look neither too heavy nor too pallid – whether for the office or in your time off, you will have the perfect
start to the day and look the part whatever the occasion. Change – the innovative lighting concept from Duravit.

Perfect in design and technology_ Change harmonises perfectly with your existing bathroom fittings and is available in three sizes – 
70, 100 and 120 cm wide and 80 cm high. Positioned centrally at the top of the mirror, the oval lighting provides even illumination and 
is regulated via the knob on the lower edge of the mirror. 
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Series 1930
The Renaissance of Classic Modernism
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On 10 December 1930, Adolf Loos celebrated his sixtieth birthday. It was on this day that the great architect and
father of modernism coined a remarkable phrase. ”The culture of a people is revealed by the nature of its washing
amenities and toilets.” An incontrovertible affirmation of the importance of uncompromising interior design in the
bathroom. Perhaps it was in championing this cause that Duravit was inspired to create a washbasin whose famous
octagonal shape remains as modern today as it was 70 years ago.

Co-ordinated down to the smallest detail_ Series 1930 sports the
clear lines from the early days of design. From the washbasin with
pedestal through to the floor-standing bidet and WC, all the beautiful
items in this programme embody the flair and charm of the 1930s. 

Series 1930
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Cornering the retro market_ The design concept of Series 1930 runs
like a leitmotif through the entire programme, from the washbasin for
one- and three-hole tap fittings through the corner handrinse basin to
the WC and bidet, in wall-mounted and floor-standing versions. Plus
matching accessories, towel rail and bath towel rail. 

Series 1930
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Giorno

Design by Massimo Iosa Ghini

It is the unconventional shapes, the rounded lines, that put Massimo Iosa Ghini on a direct route to success. The
gentleness of his flowing lines, curves and ellipses are evident in almost every area of life. And now Iosa Ghini
is presenting his first bathroom. Although the design is based on nature, it is future-orientated at the same time.

Giorno
Nature Element Bathroom

Endless variety is the principle on which flora is based. And yet every single form has its purpose, and is beautifully adapted to suit 
the function for which it is intended. A special feature_the waterlines on the inside of the basin run towards the drain hole like a riverbed. 
Toilets and bidets_ reflect the design philosophy. The leaf-shaped aluminium handles bring to mind the overall theme of Giorno nature 
and yet the modern material combinations of aluminium, alder, black ironwood and glass provide an exciting futuristic contrast.
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Is it design or is it architecture? In any case, it is genuine Foster. Sensational, like all his work: Stansted Airport in London
and Chek Lap Kok Airport in Hong Kong, the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank and the new German Reichstag. Once again, the
architect and designer Norman Foster has excelled himself and created a bathroom that pushes the boundaries, which
defines the bathroom anew. Bathroom_Foster. Made by Duravit.

Bathroom_Foster

Bathroom_Foster

Design by Norman Foster

From the washbasin to the bidet_ Foster provides an exemplar 
of functional design – design that transcends its basic purpose. 
The basin rim_ finely modelled. The bowl_ generously proportioned.
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Multibox
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What does “flexible” actually mean? According to the dictionary: adaptable. In other words the ability to adapt to a wi-
de variety of different situations. For Multibox no problem: basic cabinet with or without add-ons, left or right or right
or left - whatever you choose: Multibox is, quite simple, flexible.

Multibox

Design by Sieger Design

The multifunctional mirror cabinet range With its laid-back but distinctive forms, Multibox looks great in any bathroom. 
The 60 cm-wide basic cabinet with the two add-on elements in Wengé couldn't be more practical.
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Multibox
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Multibox-Mix with 60 cm Basic cabinet_ Left [Basic cabinet 9785 + Accs-Rail 9975]_ Right [Basic cabinet 9785 + Combi-Shelf 9413 R]

More? Left [Drawer block 9411 L + Basic cabinet 9785 + Shelf 9412 R]_ Right [Combi-Shelf #9413 L + Basic cabinet 9785 + Drawer block 9411 R]

The largest Multibox with 95,8 cm width_ Single and in kombination_ Left [Basic cabinet 9799]_ Right [Basic cabinet 9799 + Shelf 9412 R]

Left_ [Drawerblock 9411 L + Basic cabinet 9797 L + Accs-Rail 9975]_ Right [Side cabinet 9410 L + Basic cabinet 9797 L + Combi-Shelf 9413 R]

With its unobtrusive, 
yet distinctive form, 
Multibox looks great in 
any bathroom. Practical: 
you don't need tools 
to attach the side sections,
you simply hook them 
into the basic cabinet.  
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Multibox
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Drawer block
4 large and 
4 small drawers

Combi-Shelf
2 open drawers, 
2 large drawers

Side cabinet
2 glass shelves

Basic cabinet *
2 integrated lights,
switch, socket

Accessory rail
make-up mirror 
and glass

Side cabinet
2 glass shelves

Drawers

* attachments (Shelf, Combi-Shelf, Drawer block or Side cabinet) can be applied to each side of the basic cabinet

What should a mirror cabinet do? Keep things tidy. Give all those small and indispensable bathroom necessities a neat and
attractive home. Is that all? We expect a mirror cabinet to do much more: it should be flexible, versatile and inexpensive
– just like Multibox from Duravit.

The recessed version Multibox disappears into the wall. An elegant frame in aluminum covers the space between the cabinet and the wall (picture
top). Inside, the cabinet sections contain lots of practical drawers. With a wavy underside, they can be used in the drawers of the side cabinets as
well as on the rail in the basic cabinet. Integrated lighting strips at the sides optimally illuminate the mirror and the interior of the cabinet at the
same time without blinding the user. The mirrored backs of the doors provide optimum all-round reflection (small picture right).
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With Multibox, variety is the name of the game: combinable individual 
elements create your very own personal mirror cabinet ensemble. A wide
range of surface finishes guarantees that Multibox will complement any
style of bathroom and all sanitaryware ranges in addition to Duravit’s.

Basic cabinet only in 37

37 White aluminium

03 Natural Maple (Decor)

25 Cherry tree (Decor)

10 Natural Alder (Decor)

89 Natural Wild Pear (Decor)

54 Natural Beechwood

28 Wénge (Decor)

30 Helsinki-Birch (Decor)

34 Light Maple (Decor)

45 White Woodfinish
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Caro
The Essence of Purity

Design by Phoenix Design
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Caro

In these times dominated by a striving for “more, faster, brighter, louder”, when experience is measured in terms
of quantity rather than quality, it is good to witness a design idea which wins through on the strength of pure 
clarity. Caro uncompromisingly shuns everything which is superfluous to requirements, drawing its inspiration from
the motion and colour of water. A restrained approach provides for expansive results. The washbasin countertop is
as large as possible, because the bowl is only as large as necessary.

Standing proud_ With its sleek, slimline cistern, the Caro floor-standing WC is reminiscent of a monolith. Easy-care_ WC and bidet in wall-
mounted version. Attractive alternatives are offered by the vanity washbasin and the 90, 70 and 60 cm washbasins. To make maximum 
use of even the most restricted space. Shunning superfluity_ True to the logic of reductionism, the Caro handrinse basin with siphon cover is
sleekly impressive. With its sweeping, elegant contours, the Caro bath harmonises with the overall concept
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Caro

The wall-mounted WC and the urinal blend perfectly with the rest of the range. The vanity unit offers plenty of storage space. 
Like all the furniture items with matt, sand-blasted fronts, it has no handles_ A gentle pull is all it takes to open the door, and a 
special surface finish prevents fingerprints. Self-restraint in its most pleasant guise.
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Toilets
1-Piece and 2-Piece

Starck 3_ Two-piece

Low consumption toilet 
(1.6 g.p.f. / 6 l.p.f.)
Large water surface
12“ / 305 mm rough-in
Siphon-jet action with fully glazed 1 15/16“ / 50 mm trap
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Starck_One-pieceMetro_ One-piece

Metro_ Bidet

Duravit´s new one-piece generation unites design-oriented sanitaryware with innovative solutions for toilets - made
in Europe. Eight different ceramic colors form an ideal basis for individual bathroom design in private and hotel
bathrooms alike. New_ the Metro bidet for single- or three-hole faucets. Upon request it comes equipped for instal-
lation of an ascending spray.

Elongated one-piece
low consumption toilet 
(1.6 g.p.f. / 6 l.p.f.)
Large water surface
12“ / 305 mm rough-in
Siphon-jet action with concealed trap
Accomodates most elongated toilet seats
Elegant, modern design
Co-ordinates with most Duravit ranges and colors
(also available in Bisqit)

Starck 2 – bathroom at source. The auto-
nomous design allows perfect combinati-
ons with all pieces previously created by
Starck. Not to forget the floor-standing
bidet and the ingenious one-piece-toilet. 

Tribeca_ One-piece

Toilets

Elongated one-piece
Low consumption toilet 
(1.6 g.p.f. / 6 l.p.f.)
Large water surface
12“ / 305 mm rough-in
Toilet seat included
Siphon-jet action with fully glazed 2 3/16“ / 55 mm trap
Co-ordinates with most Duravit ranges and colors
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Individual Design. Vanity washbasins are not only great space-savers. They also represent a vi-
able alternative for individual and pragmatic bathroom design. In combination with ceramic, plastic or marble
countertops - or with the corresponding vanity units from Duravit - they offer a wealth of shelf and storage space.
Round, square, classic... Whatever your preference, the vanity washbasin programme from Duravit offers a whole range
of variants for every style of interior design. The choice is yours!

Attractive and practical in equal portions_ This fine example dispels the
myth that “vanity washbasin” and “design” are mutually exclusive terms.
Created by star designer Philippe Starck, this washbasin harmonizes 
perfectly with his Starck 1 and 2 bathroom ranges. 

Architec Ø 43 cm

Starck 3
53 cm wide x 40 cm deep

Caro
56 cm wide x 44 cm deep

Architec Ø 43 cm

Starck 1
Ø 53 cm

Starck 3
53 cm wide x 40 cm deep

Vanity Washbasins

Darling
56 cm wide x 48 cm deep

Serie 1930
58 cm wide x 47 cm deep

Dellarco
59 cm wide x 48 cm deep

Dellarco 
60 cm wide x 51 cm deep
Semi recessed

Duraplus
56 cm wide x 45 cm deep
61 cm wide x 49 cm deep

Architec Ø 47 cm Bali Ø 33 cm

Santosa
54 cm wide x 42 cm deep

Starck 2
Ø 47 cm

Starck 3
48 cm wide x 47 cm deep
56 cm wide x 47 cm deep

Starck 3
55 cm wide x 46 cm deep
Semi recessed

Manua Ø 48 cm
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Bowled over. The washbowl – a timelessly modern idea for the bathroom. The surface-mounted basin
from Duravit transforms the washbowl into a complete sink unit, which is simply installed on an appropriate vanity
unit. An attractive alternative to washbasins - and a design statement which will retain its validity in the new
millennium.

Washbowls

This quintessential round washbowl has been developed together
with architects from Hyatt International. Bacino’s spacious basin of
42 cm in diameter is perfectly at home even in small bathrooms.
The bowls from Philippe Starck (picture right-hand page) are avai-
lable with or without pre-punched tap holes, allowing them to be
combined with upright or wall-mounted tap fittings. The Bagnella
washing bowl (picture right-hand page, bottom) is complemented
by a chrome ring.
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Well Being
Bathtubs  Whirlsystems  Showertrays
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Well Being

What a day_ Overslept, traffic jam, stress at work... What a blessing that there’s a place where you can leave it all
behind: the bath - the best cure for the trials of everyday life. The baths and whirlpools from Duravit offer you not
only an exhilarating experience in the bath, but highly agreeable after-effects, too: The air bubbles stimulate the
bloodcirculation, while the water massage stimulates the bloodflow through the body. You feel carefree and relaxed,
tenseness and aches are soothed away. So throw your work clothes in the corner, dive in and relax... What a day...

The healing effects of water were well known back in the days of ancient Rome. The Latin phrase “sanus per aquam”, abbreviated to “spa”, stands
for all whirl and massage applications with water today and lives on in the names of many towns where people take the waters to this day. 

__Philippe Starck bath with integrated panel, 
180 cm x 80 cm. Additional Starck baths can be 
found on pages 74-76 and 224-227__
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The right angle! It’s not by chance that all Duravit baths and whirlpools feature a backrest which is inclined at an angle of 28°. 
This is the ideal angle from an ergonomic point of view for relaxed and comfortable bathing.
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Well Being

28°28°



Design by Eoos
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Paio
Well being for two
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Paio

Paio - the new well being concept.  Alone or side by side. Bathtime is a time for sharing. The new corner bath,
created by the successful Eoos design group, is a real bathroom revolution offering enough space to sit comfortably
side by side.. Ingenious optional extras include large and small raised platforms, containers on casters, grab bar
and neckrest.. The wood shades of the bath panels are available to match all Duravit furniture ranges. Practical:
thanks to its unusual shape, Paio also offers plenty of space for unlimited showering enjoyment.
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03 Natural Maple (Decor)

25 Cherry tree (Decor)

89 Natural Wild Pear (Decor)

34 Light Maple (Decor)

54 Natural Beechwood

28 Wénge (Decor)

45 White Woodfinish

30 Helsinki-Birch (Decor)

Paio



Daro – sleek elegance for the bathroom_ With its sweeping, graceful contours, the bath can be coordinated with many of 
the ceramic suites and furniture ranges to turn your bathroom into a stylish spa oasis.  
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Daro
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Starck

Pure well being, alone or à deux. True greatness is also the hallmark of the two new Starck built-in baths. 
A comfortable 190 x 90 cm and 200 x 100 cm offer unadulterated bathtime fun,alone or in company! 

__Starck bath 
freestanding with integrated panel, 190 x 90 cm__



__Starck built-in bath, rectangular, 170 x 75 cm__

One model, numerous versions_ The sleek, attractive bath by Philippe Starck harmonises with all Starck ceramics and furniture series and, like all
Duravit baths, is available with Airsystem, Jetsystem and Combi-System P, E and L whirl variants. Or, for design purists, in its original form. 
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Starck
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2x3

2x3 – The hexagonal bath for family bathtime fun_ The Duravit hexagonal 2x3 bath is generously sized for splashing about and relaxing. 
The ideal bath for the whole family and for every bathroom layout. 
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Happy D. 

__ Happy D. bath 180 x 80 cm 
with integrated panel__
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In the corner_ The Happy D. corner bath comes in two models for right-hand and left-hand corners_ the choice is yours (picture bottom of page). 
High or low_ The Happy D. built-in bath is available for design fans in the typical Happy D. shape with a high rim or as a classic built-in bath with
lower rim. 

Happy D. 

The Happy D. family_ To match the Happy D. ceramic suite, Duravit has developed a superlative range of baths. Free-
standing, as a corner version, back-to-wall solution with moulded apron or built-in bath_ whichever you choose, Happy D.
brings your bathroom to life. 
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Baths – in great shape

Happy D. 180 x 80 cm # 700017 00 0 00 00 00 corner right
integrated panel

180 x 80 cm # 700018 00 0 00 00 00 corner left
integrated panel

Happy D. 180 x 80 cm # 700015 00 0 00 00 00 built in

Happy D. 180 x 80 cm # 710016 00 0 00 00 00 integrated panel Happy D. 180 x 80 cm # 700019 00 0 00 00 00 freestanding
180 x 80 cm # 700020 00 0 00 00 00 high rim

The pure joy of bathing_ For all their design variety and despite their 
“normal” outer dimensions, all the bath models offer surprisingly 
spacious and comfortable inner dimensions. An exceptionally generously
sized base even allows people as tall as 190 cm to enjoy their baths with
their legs comfortably stretched out.
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Starck 160 x 70 cm  # 700001 .. 0 00 00 00 built in
170 x 70 cm  # 700002 .. 0 00 00 00 built in
170 x 75 cm  # 700003 .. 0 00 00 00 built in
180 x 80 cm  # 700004 .. 0 00 00 00 built in
190 x 90 cm  # 700031 .. 0 00 00 00 built in
200 x 100 cm  # 700032 .. 0 00 00 00 built in

2x3 190 x 90 cm  # 700023 00 0 00 00 00 built in
200 x 100 cm  # 700024 00 0 00 00 00 built in

Daro 170 x 75 cm  # 700027 00 0 00 00 00 built in
180 x 80 cm  # 700028 00 0 00 00 00 built in

Starck 180 x 80 cm  # 700009 .. 0 00 00 00 built in
180 x 80 cm  # 700010 .. 0 00 00 00 freestanding

190 x 90 cm  # 700011 .. 0 00 00 00 built in
190 x 90 cm  # 700012 .. 0 00 00 00 freestanding

00 White
47 Pergamon
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Whirl comfort

1 2

3 4

1. Airsystem 2. Jetsystem

4. Lighting

Operation  (Page 238)

3. Rotojet

1. Airsystem_  Just let yourself go and enjoy_ Pre-heated air from 12 jets on the bottom of the bath sets the whole body
tingling. The rhythmic stroking motion of the water not only stimulates the circulation but also has a deeply relaxing
effect on the nervous system. The stress that builds up throughout the day ebbs away, and the body succumbs to 
a wonderfully soothing feeling of tranquillity.

2. Jetsystem_  Operated by a controller on the rim of the bath, a mixture of water and air bubbles into the bath from 
6 side jets, gently massaging the back, thighs and calves - including the tissue under the skin. Aches and tenseness are
banished. Heat is also able to act more effectively_ The bubbling water transports it more effectively into the body, with
longer-lasting results.

3. Rotojet_ jets top fit from tip to toe_ Carefully coordinated to target the problem areas relating to the back, 
3 rotating water-air massage jets massage the shoulder and lumbar regions. This stimulates the circulation, enhances the
muscle functions and strengthens the organism – stagnant energy begins to flow again. The reflex zones of the feet can
also be massaged by 2 rotating water-air jets to prevent or treat problems in this area.

4. Lighting_The underwater halogen spotlight conjures up a congenial atmosphere to make sessions in the whirl tub even
more pleasurable.

5. Operation_ Well being at the touch of a button_ Controlling the various whirl and lighting functions is child’s play with 
the special control unit.

A peek under the surface_ It’s amazing what happens when a Duravit whirl tub goes into action. Air and water bubble out of the base, the sides, 
the front and rear ends, transforming the bath into a well being experience which is at once relaxing and invigorating.
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Whirl systems and operation

Out of the blue_ At the slightest touch, the discreet operating unit of the Combi system L lights up in blue (picture 1). The functions are then
operated via the lit up symbols. The Combi system E is operated via the slightly raised symbols on the round keypad (picture 2).

UV

Jetsystem 6 side mounted jets create maximum hydrotherapeutic action with actuated intensity
of the massage, freely regulated via an air control regulator which is integrated in the rim of
the tub.

Combi-System P a complete combination of hydrotherapy combining the Air- and Jet-System to
provide excellence in system management. Additionally the system is equipped with 2 rotating
jets for a foot-massage. This function can be regulated with 2 pneumatic push-buttons and 1 air
control regulator integrated in the rim of the tub.

Special comfort is provided by the electronic control panel of the Combi-System E. The massage
intensity of both the Air- and Jet-System can be regulated separately by an integrated control
panel. An electronic system protecting the Air- and Jet-System against overheating is included
as standard equipment. The Combi-System E can be equipped with the following additional
modules upon request: Back- and foot-massage, inline-heater, hygiene management system,
lighting. 

When activated, the control unit lights up blue. The air and jet systems, included as standard, as
well as the halogen spot and the back and foot massages, are easy and convenient to operate.
An electronic system protecting the Air-and Jet-System against overheating is included as 
standard equipment. The coloured light, the temperature L and the automatic UV hygiene
management modules can all be added to the Combi-System L.

Airsystem_ 12 air blower jets are 
embedded in the floor of the tub.

Jetsystem_ a water-air ray is created by 
6 jets mounted in the side of the tub 

Back massage_ 3 adjustable rotating jets have 
a beneficial effect on the back.

Footmassage_ 2 adjustable rotating jets are 
stimulating the reflex zones of the foot.

Lighting_ 1 underwater light, 50 W halogene, 
creates a cosy atmosphere in the bathroom.

Hygiene Management System_ Electronically 
controlled cleaning system for the desinfection 
of the jets and pipes of the whirlsystem. 

Inline Heater_ Electronically controlled thermal
system to compensate for loss of temperature
during whirl action.

Coloured Light_ Five light elements integrated 
into the side walls, flooding the bath with 
constant changing or permanent light colour.

Temperature L_ Heating module with blue 
backlit  LCD display and control. This can heat 
the whirlpool to the desired temperature.

UV Hygiene Managementsystem_ Simple, 
environmentally-friendly hygiene by means of 
automatic UV disinfection.

The intensity of the jets can be adjusted continuously by pneumatic or
electronic controls .

Airsystem Warm air is injected into the bath by 12 jets embedded in the floor of the tub.1 2
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__Starck shower tray, rectangular, 
180 x 90 cm__

Starck

Pure well being, alone or à deux. The Duravit shower trays come in an impressive range of shapes and sizes. Both the
shallowbuilt-in version and the model with high panel are available in a wide range of dimensions. In ideal measurements
ranging from 140 x 70 cm to 180 x 90 cm, the new rectangular shower trays make the luxury of space universally tan-
gible. With one of the largest shower trays on the market, an invigorating communal spa experience is guaranteed.
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Starck

Variety of shapes_ the basic shapes of the Starck showertrays, quarter circle, pentagon, square, rectangle. All bathtubs are made of sanitary
acrylic and are available as built-in version. Quarter circle and pentagon, also available with integrated panel.

__Starck shower tray, rectangular, 140 x 75 cm__



Happy D. 
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Shower trays in the typical Happy D. form are available to match the range. 
Whether square or rectangular – the shower trays with their rounded corners come in a variety of sizes.
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Showering variety

Starck 90 x 90 cm #720005 .. 0 00 00 00
90 x 90 cm #720006 .. 0 00 00 00*
100 x 100 cm #720007 .. 0 00 00 00
100 x 100 cm #720008 .. 0 00 00 00*
*with integrated panel and legset

Starck  80 x 80 cm  # 720009 .. 0 00 00 00
90 x 90 cm  # 720010 .. 0 00 00 00
100 x 100 cm  # 720011 .. 0 00 00 00

Starck 90 x 75 cm # 720012 .. 0 00 00 00
90 x 80 cm # 720013 .. 0 00 00 00
80 x 100 cm # 720014 .. 0 00 00 00
90 x 100 cm # 720015 .. 0 00 00 00
80 x 120 cm # 720016 .. 0 00 00 00
90 x 120 cm # 720017 .. 0 00 00 00
100 x 120 cm # 720018 .. 0 00 00 00

Happy D. 90 x 90 cm  # 720020 00 0 00 00 00
90 x 90 cm  # 720021 00 0 00 00 00*
100 x 100 cm # 720022 00 0 00 00 00
100 x 100 cm # 720023 00 0 00 00 00*
*with integrated panel and legset

Starck 90 x 90 cm # 720001 .. 0 00 00
90 x 90 cm # 720002 .. 0 00 00*
100 x 100 cm # 720003 .. 0 00 00
100 x 100 cm # 720004 .. 0 00 00*
*with integrated panel and legset

Starck 90 x 90 cm # 720030 .. 0 00 00
100 x 100 cm # 720032 .. 0 00 00

Happy D. 100 x 80 cm  # 720024 00 0 00 00 00
100 x 80 cm  # 720025 00 0 00 00 00*
120 x 90 cm  # 720026 00 0 00 00 00
120 x 90 cm  # 720027 00 0 00 00 00*
120 x 100 cm  # 720028 00 0 00 00 00
120 x 100 cm  # 720029 00 0 00 00 00*
*with integrated panel and legset

00 White
47 Pergamon

Starck 140 x 75 cm # 720019 .. 0 00 00 00
140 x 70 cm # 720034 .. 0 00 00 00
140 x 90 cm # 720035 .. 0 00 00 00
150 x 70 cm # 720036 .. 0 00 00 00
150 x 75 cm # 720037 .. 0 00 00 00
160 x 70 cm # 720038 .. 0 00 00 00
160 x 75 cm # 720039 .. 0 00 00 00
160 x 90 cm # 720040 .. 0 00 00 00
170 x 90 cm # 720041 .. 0 00 00 00
180 x 90 cm # 720042 .. 0 00 00 00



Vanity units and consoles 
for washbowls and
countertop bowls
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Combined with a vanity unit, washbowls
and countertop bowls (picture right and
bottom of page) are a modern alternative
to a traditional washbasin. The bowls and
basins add an individual note to the bath-
room, the matching vanity unit provides
space for all those bathroom necessities
and at the same time offers a generous
surround. The furniture consoles from
Duravit offer scope for particularly inter-
esting combinations.

Vanity units for 
furniture washbasins

The vanity units for furniture washba-
sins are constructed especially to
match. Washbasin and vanity unit form
a harmonious ensemble. The combina-
tions of furniture washbasin with mat-
ching vanity unit provide generous sur-
rounds and lots of storage space.

What goes with what? 
What goes with what? It goes without saying that not every furniture element can be combined with every washbasin and
not every furniture range with every ceramic suite. We have selected some winning combinations – as stylistically faithful
as they are optional. Have fun combining!

Ceramic furniture combination possibilities 
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Darling/Dellarco

Giorno

jelly cube

in the mood

Starck 1

X-Large

Starck 1.2.3

Duravit ceramic suites

Duravit furniture ranges 
Vanity units for 
furniture washbasins

Furniture washbasins                                            

Starck 3 furniture washbasin. 
Vanity unit X-Large range

Starck 3 furniture washbasin 
Vanity unit Starck 1.2.3.

Dellarco furniture washbasin
Vanity unit Dellarco range

Vero countertop bowl.  
Vanity unit in the mood

Starck 1 washing bowl 
Vanity unit Starck 1.2.3.

Vero countertop bowl. 
Fogo range of consoles.

+ Recommended combination possibilities
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4x9

in the mood

X-Large

Fogo

Duravit ceramic suites

Duravit furniture ranges
Vanity units 
for washing bowls and countertop bowls

Furniture consoles 
for washing bowls and countertop bowls

Washing bowls and countertop bowls                              



A

Thanks to the simple but effective chrome apron, the Universal vanity unit can be combined with any commercially avai-
lable washbasin. Universal vanity units are available for the 4x9, in the mood, Darling and Dellarco ranges. So there is one
to suit all styles and space requirements. Who knows – maybe this could be the start of a wonderful friendship?

You've decided on a Universal vanity unit
from Duravit and would now like to order
it to match your already existing washba-
sin? Then all you have to do is measure the
distance from the middle of the waste ou-
tlet to the wall. This will give you measu-
rement A. For more information see the
4x9, in the mood, Darling and Dellarco fur-
niture ranges. Or order your matching
Duravit washbasin straight away – prices
and an overview of all combination pos-
sibilities are available from your specia-
lised sanitaryware dealer.

Chrome cover 1 A = 145–170 mm
Chrome cover 2 A = 196–220 mm
Chrome cover 3 A = 221–255 mm
Chrome cover 4 A = 171–195 mm
Chrome cover 5 A = 256–285 mm

Darling washbasin
4x9 universal vanity unit 
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Ceramic furniture combination possibilities 

To ensure that all other washbasins in the Duravit
ceramic suites and of course all commercially
available washbasins from other manufacturers
cut a good figure with our bathroom furniture, we
have created the Universal vanity unit system. A
stylish chrome apron serves as a made-to-measure
link between vanity unit and washbasin, at the same
time attractively hiding the siphon. The different
Universal vanity units in the various furniture
ranges are a great storage space solution no mat-
ter what your room layout or furnishing style.
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4x9

Darling/Dellarco

in the mood

Starck 1.2.3

Duravit ceramic suites

Duravit furniture ranges
Universal vanity units 
for all commercially available washbasins

Starck 2 washbasin
in the mood universal vanity unit 

Dellarco washbasin 
Dellarco universal vanity unit 

+ Recommended combination possibilities

Universal vanity units 
for all commercially
available washbasins.



WonderGliss has been developed
by Duravit in cooperation with the
high-tech company Nanogate, who
develops and produces surprising
solutions in the field of surface 
finishing and nano-ceramics on
the basis of chemical nano-tech-
nologies (nanos are minute parti-
cles between atomic elements and
a compact body). 

Without WonderGliss, water droplets
flatten out and adhere to the 
surface. With WonderGliss, water
forms round droplets, which run
off, taking with them all the dirt
which previously made such a chore
of bathroom cleaning.

460 mm

For tight spaces. DuraplusCompact wall-
mounted WC with a minimum projection of
46 cm. 

Siphon cover attachment. The new
quick-fit attachment enables sim-
ple fixing of all Duravit siphon cov-
ers to the corresponding wash-
basins and handrinse basins.
Adjustment is carried out by means
of a threaded rod, instead of a
spring. This simple and logical
attachment method provides for a
perfect fit between siphon cover
and washbasin and an even fit
against the wall.

The no. 1 at your convenience. Urinals
from Duravit meet the highest hygiene and
technical standards. Aiming for perfect
cleanliness. The target fly . Glazed flushing
rim. The WCs from Duravit are provided
with a glazed flushing rim. This rim is pro-
duced in semi-enclosed design at least,
with most models featuring a fully enclosed
rim, to ensure an optimum flow of water
over the entire flushed surface. The glazed,
easy-care flushing rim prevents deposits of
dirt and residues. 
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WonderGliss

WonderGliss
Washbasins, WCs and bidets coated with WonderGliss remain smooth, attractive and clean for a particularly long
time. Rather than simply being applied to the ceramic surface, the WonderGliss coating is burnt in after the initial
firing, by means of a special process. WonderGliss deprives dirt of a suitable surface to attack - dirt and lime are
unable to establish a hold on the smooth surface. Residues simply run off with the water droplets. And less dirt
deposits mean less cleaning.

WonderGliss on the Internet
More information on this subject 
is available at www.duravit.com



460 mm

Vario Outlet. The floor-standing
washdown WC featuring washdown
flushing and Vario outlet has been
developed for the most diverse
connection modes and dimensions.
Virtually all types of connections
are easy to install with one model,
in conjunction with a concealed
vertical or horizontal outlet.

Dual Flush. The new 2-level flushing fea-
ture (6 or 3 litres) enables annual savings
of over 40,000 l for a family of four. Press
the green button to halve the volume of
flushing water. This minimal volume is ade-
quate to dispose of “liquid deposits” cleanly
and hygienically. To flush with the full water
volume, press the large button.

Flushing variants. The wall-mounted
and floor-standing WCs from Duravit
come in two different flushing vari-
ants_ Washout flushing and wash-
down flushing. Duravit’s modern 
6-litre flushing technology provides
for absolutely hygienic flushing while
at the same time saving valuable
drinking water. 

A major advantage of the washout
flushing variant is the possibility of
examining the stool. Also, no splash-
ing occurs when using these WCs.
Disadvantages_ Increased scope of
cleaning and more pronounced
smell nuisance. Washdown flushing
involves the least smell nuisance. 

For tight spaces. DuraplusCompact wall-
mounted WC with a minimum projection of
46 cm. 

Siphon cover attachment. The new
quick-fit attachment enables simple
fixing of all Duravit siphon covers to
the corresponding washbasins and
handrinse basins. Adjustment is car-
ried out by means of a threaded rod,
instead of a spring. This simple and
logical attachment method provides
for a perfect fit between siphon
cover and washbasin and an even fit
against the wall.

The no. 1 at your convenience. Urinals
from Duravit meet the highest hygiene and
technical standards. Aiming for perfect
cleanliness. The target fly. WC flushing
rim. The WC´s from Duravit are provided
with a glazed flushing rim. This easy-care
rim prevents deposits of dirt and residues.
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Features

A wealth of ideas
It’s good to know you can rely on a major brand. Duravit stands for consistent product quality and professional,
straightforward services. It’s not by chance that Duravit is one of the most successful bathroom specialists, whose
renown extends well beyond Europe’s boundaries. Not just among insiders, but also among our many customers who
experience the benefits of Duravit’s pledge to liven up the bathroom day in, day out.
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Surprise! Surprise! Seems like
there is more coming out than
going in. Fully extendable and easi-
ly removed without the need for
tools, the drawers by Duravit on
our bathroom furniture not only
offer the maximum amount of
space inside, they are also easy 
to keep clean - That means more
space, more convenience.

Professional. An attractive detail are the 
6 mm glass shelves featured in all Duravit
bathroom cabinets irrespective of the price
segment. They are height-adjustable, re -
movable without the need for tools and easy
to clean - for example in the dishwasher.
And incidentally, they look pretty elegant,
too!

Water in the best possible light.
Sure, sometimes things can get
playful, and above all wet, in the
bathroom. Just as well all Duravit
light fittings are optimally protected
against splashing, in the case of
overhead light spots by a plexi-
glass cover (IP 21). So: splashing
allowed - because with our lighting
systems everything stays bright
and safe.

Three cheers for craftsmanship. Technology
and automation are all very well, but at the
end of the day there's nothing to beat tradi-
tional craftsmanship. The finishing touches
on all pieces of Duravit furniture are perfor-
med by hand. This care that Duravit applies
in the manufacture of its products is also
reflected in the continuous and strict quality
controls that are carried out randomly prior
to, during and after completion of all stages
of manufacture – inspection of incoming
goods, production, final inspection, functio-
nal testing.

A stunner from where ever you
look. Unlike other furniture, where
the back is made from a flimsy piece
of tacked-on fibre board, Duravit
furniture features rear panels of
8mm compressed three-ply chipbo-
ard, slotted-in and bonded to make
the furniture considerably more
robust. And because the rear panel
is laminated in the same colour as
the body, it is more attractive, too.
Both inside and out.

Designed from top to toe. This picture
shows the love for detail that goes into
every piece of Duravit furniture. Where
other manufacturers put ordinary run-of-
the-mill feet underneath their design pie-
ces, at Duravit, the designer also pays
attention to such small "details". All of
Duravit's designer ranges are proof of just
how well wood and ceramics go together -
The result is a harmonious ensemble com-
prising bathroom furniture, the coordinating
ceramics range and matching accessories.

Features

Wow, what furniture.
Duravit features its own bathroom furniture for more than a decade now. Manufactured in Schenkenzell in the Black
Forest, our bathroom furniture combines industrial precision with skilled craftsmanship, creative ideas and painstaking
attention to detail. All our furniture is made to order - using up-to-the-minute technology, of course. State-of-the-art
computer control systems ensure that all production data remain transparent. The result is cost-effective manufacture
of even the smallest production runs, short production times, punctual and fast delivery.
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For any further information please contact the Export department at Duravit directly. 
Phone +49-7833-70317, Fax +49-7833-8243, export@duravit.de

Service

All around the world

www.duravit.com

CANADA
DURAVIT USA, Inc.
1750 Breckinridge Parkway
Suite 500 · Duluth, GA 30096 
Phone +1 770 9313575
Fax +1 770 9318454
info@usa.duravit.com

COSTA RICA
Artiv Servicio Premiero S.A.
Edificio Rolex, Plaza San Rafael 
de Escazu
San José
Phone +506 228 7834
Fax   +506 228 7833
artivcr@racsa.co.cr

CROATIA
OMEGA NOVA
Kralja Zvonimira bb, Bilice
22 000 Sibenik
Phone +385 22 330 000
Fax   +385 22 330 221
omega-nova@si.tel.hr

CYPRUS
Vassos Leptos Center LTD
Opposite Ledra Hotel
5185 Nicosia
Phone +357 22 353 101
Fax   +357 22 353 606

ECUADOR
Top Line Compañía Limitada
Rumania 240 e Italia
Quito
Phone +593 2 546 297
Fax   +593 2 502 533

FINLAND
Juhani Niemi Oy
Mäntytie 11
00270 Helsinki
Phone +358 92 418 244
Fax +358 92 417 554

GREECE
Krideras S.A.
Inofyta, Viotias
Roumania Place 
32011 Inofyta
Phone +30 22620 30927
Fax   +30 22620 30926
krideras@internet.gr

HONG KONG
H20 (PRO) Ltd.
16th Floor First Commercial 
Building, 33 Leighton Road, 
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
Phone +852 2891 9772
Fax   +852 2834 5921
info@h2opro.com.hk

ICELAND
BYKO H.F.
Skemmuvegur 4a
200 Kópavogur
Phone +354 515 4000
Fax  +354 515 4099

ISRAEL
Topolski-Shemer
POB 25067 (check Post)
31250 Haifa
Phone +972 4 9040496
Fax   +972 4 9040455

JAPAN
CERA Trading Co., Ltd.
Jyuko Bldg. 7F, 1-26-1
Minami Aoyama, Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-0062
Phone +81 3 3796 6151
Fax   +81 3 3402 7185

JORDAN
Kayyali Sons Comp.
P.O. Box 521458
Founad Tadrus Building
Khalda English School Street
Amman 1152 Jordan
Phone +962 6 553 5632
Fax   +962 6 553 6282
kayyali@go.com.jo

KUWAIT
Hassan Abul 
Trading & Contracting Co.
P.O. Box 3034
Hawally - Tunis Street
Safat 13031
Phone +965 224 1565
Fax   +965 472 2229
sanitary@abul.com.kw

LEBANON
Georges Khoury & Co.
Bauchrieh · Khoury Bldg.
P.O. Box 11-8251
Street No. 67 · Bauchriet
El Maten 2613-5106
Phone +961 1 901100
Fax   +961 1 902200
info@gkhoury.com

MALAYSIA
Bina Warehouse SDN.BHD.
No.22 Jalan Kampong Attap
50460 Kuala Lumpur
Phone +603 22 746111
Fax   +603 22 725075
binawh@po.jaring.my

MALTA
Creations Ltd.
Notabilee Road
Mriehel
Phone +356 21 440623
Fax   +356 21 485923
creations@kemmunet.net.mt

MEXICO
ARTEXA MEXICO, S.A. de C.V.
Cañón Grande # 7720
Col. La Estanzuela vieja
Monterrey, N.L. 64984
Phone +52 81 8625 5000
Fax   +52 81 8625 5001
info@artexa.com

Grupo 90, S.A. de C.V.
Patricio Sanz 1737
Col. del Valle
03100 México, D.F.
Phone +52 55 5524 2979
Fax   +52 55 5534 0027
grupo90@prodigy.net.mx

NEW ZEALAND
Metrix Imports Ltd.
P.O. Box 100 840
North Shore Mail Centre
Auckland 1330
Phone +64 9 443 1333
Fax   +64 9 443 1340
metrix@metrix.co.nz

NORWAY
Holtan Trading AS
P.O. Box 24
N-1930 Aurskog
Phone +47 63 85 38 30
Fax   +47 63 85 38 31
www.holtan-trading.no
ht@holtan-trading.no

OMAN, SULTANATE OF 
IBM-International 
Building Material L.L.C.
Building No. 6505
Alwadi Alkabir
P.O.BOX: 84 · MUSCAT-113 OMAN
Phone +968 7715 080
Fax   +968 7717 554

PAKISTAN
Fatima Group
Trust Plaza L.M.Q Road
Multan
Phone +92 61 51203132
Fax   +92 61 511677+584288

KRB Enterprises
178 Scotch Corner
Upper Mall Scheme
Lahore 
Phone +92 42 66894714
Fax   +92 42 6689475

PHILIPPINES
Kuysen Enterprises, Inc.
232-234 Rizal Ave. Ext.
1400 Kalookan City, M.M.
Phone +632 361 1415
Fax   +632 362 1193
kuysen@info.com.ph

QATAR
United Supplies Co.
Salwa Road
P.O.Box 23353
Phone +974 4685277
Fax +974 4685395
usc_qatar@qatar.netqa

ROMANIA
ALISAN CONINSTAL SRL.
Pipera Road 7; ap. 16
71202 Bucharest 1
Phone +40 21 233 2668
Fax  +40 21 233 2668
alison@zappmobile.ro

SAUDI ARABIA, KINGDOM OF
Al-Hayat Building Material Co.
P.O. Box: 18053 
Makkah Medina Express High Way
Behind Al Rashid Store
East Jeddah 21415 
Phone +966 2 6407777
Fax   +966 2 2272727
hayatbma@ogertel.com

SLOVENIA
Florida Wellness d.o.o.
Rojska 18d
1230 Domz̆ale
Phone +386 172 18 880
Fax   +386 172 18 885
info@florida-wellness.si

SOUTH AFRICA
Water Comfort
21 Warrington Road
Claremont
Cape Town 7700
Phone +27 21 683 0666
Fax   +27 21 683 0667

SOUTH KOREA
Hyunwoo Trading Co., Ltd.
Daesung Building 2F, 41-15
Joongok-dong, Gwangjin-gu,
Seoul, Korea
Phone +82 2 3437 1540
Fax   +82 2 3437 1048

SWEDEN
Sanova VVS AB
Box 234
44325 Lerum
Phone +46 302 231 40
Fax   +46 302 231 33

SWITZERLAND
Keramik Laufen AG
Wahlenstraße 46
4242 Laufen
Phone +41 61 7657575
Fax   +41 61 7615711
infocenter@laufen.ch

Syria
UNI GROUP
Baghdad St.
P.O.Box 8249 / Damascus
Phone +963 11 2319928
Fax   +963 11 2315671
unigroup@net.sy

TAIWAN
San Way International Co., Ltd.
No. 449 Sec. 1
Wen-Hsin Road
Taichung
Phone +886 4 2259 3289
Fax   +886 4 2259 3253
sanway.tag@msa.hinet.net

THAILAND
Charn Paiboon Corp. Ltd.
94 Akam Song Kraw Road 
Tung Mahameg
Sathorn
Bangkok 10120
Phone +662 285 5791
Fax   +662 287 4422
cpt1972@asiaaccess.net.th

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
United Supplies Est.
P.O. Box 26020
Salah-ud-din Street
Dubai
Phone +971 4 2687755
Fax   +971 4 2688656

VENEZUELA
Distribuidora e Importadora
Arredo x-Press, C.A.
Calle París, entre New York 
y Caroni
Quinta Grachi # 1808
Caracas
Phone +58 2 992 6256
Fax   +58 2 991 1641
arredo@truevision.net

HEADQUARTERS

DURAVIT AG
Postfach 240
78128 Hornberg
Germany
Phone +49 7833 70-0
Fax +49 7833 70-289
www.duravit.com
info@duravit.com

PRODUCTION SITES

EGYPT
DURAVIT Egypt
20 Salah Salem St.
Heliopolis-Cairo 
Phone +2 02 4175631 - 4175632
Fax +2 02 2907147
www.duravit.com
duravit.egypt@eg.duravit.com
Showroom

Sani Acrylic Co.
20 Salah Salem St.
Heliopolis-Cairo 
Phone +2 02 4175631 - 4175632
Fax +2 02 2907147
www.duravit.com
duravit.egypt@eg.duravit.com

FRANCE
DURAVIT S.A.
Route de Marienthal · B.P.10
67241 Bischwiller Cedex
Phone N° INDIGO +33 820 820 414
Fax +33 3 88 906101
www.duravit.fr
info@fr.duravit.com
Showroom
Salon d’Eau 
146, Avenue Ledru-Rollin
75011 Paris
Phone +33 1 43 722222
Fax   +33 1 43 722278

GERMANY
DURAVIT AG
Werderstraße 36
78132 Hornberg
Phone +49 7833 70-0
Fax +49 7833 70-289
www.duravit.de
info@duravit.de
Showroom

DURAVIT AG
Landstraße 62
77773 Schenkenzell
Phone +49 7836 93940
Fax +49 7836 7975
www.duravit.de
info@duravit.de

DURAVIT Sanitärporzellan 
Meißen GmbH
Ziegelstraße 3
01662 Meißen
Phone +49 3521 466-50 
Fax +49 3521 466-530 
www.duravit.de
info@duravit.de
Showroom

DURALOG Logistik GmbH
Heid 10
77855 Achern
Phone +49 7841 682-0
Fax +49 7841 682-222
www.duravit.de
info@duravit.de

TURKEY
DURAVIT Yapı Ürünleri San. ve Tic. A.∏.
Organize Deri Sanayi Bölgesi 
10.Yol I-4 Parsel 
81464 Tuzla/Istanbul
Phone +90 216 4585151
Fax +90 216 4585195 
www.duravit.com.tr
info@tr.duravit.com
Showroom

SUBSIDIARIES

BELGIUM/LUXEMBURG
DURAVIT BeLux S.p.r.l./B.v.b.a
83, Rue des Combattants
1310 La Hulpe · Belgium
Phone +32 2 6560510
Fax +32 2 6560515
www.duravit.be
info@be.duravit.com

CHINA
DURAVIT Representative Office
Room 902
Golden Magnolia Plaza
No. 1 DaPu Road
200023 Shanghai
Phone +86 21 53520827
Fax +86 21 53520713
info@cn.duravit.com

CIS
DURAVIT CIS
Repr. Office Moscow
Petrovka 27, Office 245
Moscow 10 70 31
Phone +7 095 937 5553
Fax   +7 095 937 5557
info@ru.duravit.com

CZECH REPUBLIC/SLOWAKIA
DURAVIT CZ
Jungmannova 2
669 02 Znojmo
Phone +420 515 220 155
Fax   +420 515 220 154
duravit.cz@tiscali.cz

DENMARK
DURAVIT Danmark
Jegstrupvej 6
8361 Hasselager
Phone +45 8626 6000
Fax   +45 8626 6001
info@dk.duravit.com

EGYPT
DURAVIT Egypt
20 Salah Salem St.
Heliopolis-Cairo 
Phone +2 02 4175631 - 4175632
Fax +2 02 2907147
www.duravit.com
duravit.egypt@eg.duravit.com

FRANCE
DURAVIT S.A.
Route de Marienthal · B.P.10
67241 Bischwiller Cedex
Phone N° INDIGO +33 820 820 414
Fax +33 3 88 906101
www.duravit.fr
info@fr.duravit.com

HUNGARY
DURAVIT Hungary
Panoráma u. 30.
2083 Solymár, 
Phone +36 26 564465
Fax   +36 26 564466
www.duravit.com
csaba.varkonyi@hu.duravit.com

INDIA
Duravit India
117, Devpath, B/h Lal Bungalow,
Off C. G. Road, Ellisbridge,
Ahmedabad- 380006
Gujarat State - India
Phone + 91 79 2640 3093
Fax + 91 79 2646 9876
info@in.duravit.com 

ITALY
DURAVIT Italia S.R.L.
Via Faentina 213 
48010 Fornace Zarattini (RA) 
Phone  +39 0 544 501698
Fax +39 0 544 501694
www.duravit.it 
marketing@laufen-duravit.it

MIDDLE EAST
DURAVIT Middle East S.A.L. 
(OFF SHORE)
Sodeco Square Building
Bloc B, 14th floor
Sodeco-Beirut
Lebanon
Phone +961 1 397330
Fax +961 1 397329
info@lb.duravit.com

NETHERLANDS
DURAVIT Nederland B.V.
Postbus 1160
5200 BE ’s-Hertogenbosch
Phone +31 73 6131970
Fax  +31 73 6100983
www.duravit.nl
info@nl.duravit.com

POLAND
DURAVIT Poland
ul. Krasinskiego 74/11
71-447 Szczecin
Phone +48 604 544 588
Fax   +48 91 4316 323
info@pl.duravit.com

PORTUGAL
DURAVIT Portugal
Rua Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
Alapraia
2765-043 Estoril
Phone +351 21 466 7110
Fax +351 21 466 7119
duravit@jrb.pt

SINGAPORE AND SOUTH EAST ASIA
DURAVIT Singapore
#15-20 Block 16
River Valley Close
Singapore 238433
Phone +65 6733 1748
Fax +65 6735 7548
info@sg.duravit.com

SPAIN
DURAVIT ESPAÑA S.L. 
Logística, 18
Pol. Ind. Sector Z
08150 Parets del Valles
(Barcelona)
Phone +34 902 387 700
Fax +34 902 387 711
www.duravit.es
info@es.duravit.com

TURKEY
DURAVIT Yapı Ürünleri San. ve Tic. A.∏.
Organize Deri Sanayi Bölgesi 
10.yol I-4 parsel 
81464 Tuzla/Istanbul
Phone +90 216 4585151
Fax +90 216 4585195 
www.duravit.com.tr
info@tr.duravit.com

UNITED KINGDOM
DURAVIT UK Limited
Unit 7 Stratus Park
Brudenell Drive · Brinklow
Milton Keynes · MK10 0DE
Phone +44 8707 307787
Fax +44 8707 307786
www.duravit.co.uk 
info@uk.duravit.com

USA
DURAVIT USA, Inc.
1750 Breckinridge Parkway
Suite 500 · Duluth, GA 30096 
Phone +1 770 9313575
Fax +1 770 9318454
www.duravit.us
info@usa.duravit.com

SALES AGENCIES/SALES OUTLETS

AUSTRALIA
MECO Australia PTY LTD
P.O.Box 923
Ingleburn NSW 2565
Phone +61 2 9618 6999
Fax   +61 2 9618 6444

AUSTRIA
Laufen Austria AG
Mariazeller Straße 100
3150 Wilhelmsburg
Phone +43 2746 6060 0
Fax   +43 2746 6060 390
office@at.laufen.com 

BAHREIN
Shaheen Ali Al-Jalahema and Sons
P.O. Box 631
Al Tijjar Road
Manama
Phone +973 400138
Fax   +973 400341
jalahem@batelco.com.bh



Duravit AG
Werderstr. 36
78132 Hornberg
Germany
Phone +49 7833 70 0
Fax +49 7833 70 289
info@duravit.com 
www.duravit.com
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